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Abstract As an alternative to the algebraic net- multi-resolution multicast, and wireless multicast. In the first
work codes prevalent in the literature, we consider Arith- case, each receiver desires a graceful tradeoff in distortion per-
metic Network Codes (henceforth abbreviated as ANCs), formance versus throughput. Since the distortion measure cor-
i.e., codes in which interior nodes perform finite precision responds to the real field, ANCs are better suited. In the sec-
arithmetic over the real or complex fields. We suggest two ond case, the interference and fading properties ofthe wireless
applications where using such codes can be advantageous. medium are naturally modeled via complex addition and mul-
First, we demonstrate that the multi-resolution behaviour tiplication respectively.
ofANCs potentially outperforms that of algebraic network However, the main thrust of this work is to characterize
codes. Second, the interfering and fading nature of wire- the differences between finite field network codes (henceforth
less channels naturally results in complex linear combi- abbreviated as FFNCs) and ANCs for large networks. For
nations of transmissions, analogous to ANCs. We then random distributed FFNCs over large finite fields, with high
characterize the multicast rates achievable by ANCs, and probability, each sink can decode the source's information.
demonstrate that for high precision arithmetic these are At first glance it would seem that performing finite preci-
equivalent to those obtained by algebraic network codes. sion arithmetic with a large number of significant bits/digits
We show the connection between the performance ofANCs should result in ANCs with similar properties. However, the
and the numerical conditioning of network transform ma- results in this work paints a subtler picture. It turns out that
trices. Using this, we obtain upper and lower bounds on the finite-precision artifacts can dominate the performance
the number of significant bits required to perform the fi- of ANCs. Repeatedly applying finite-precision linear trans-
nite precision arithmetic in terms of the network parame- forms can make the network transform ill-conditioned, i.e.,
ters. We compare this with simulation results for random- numerically indistinguishable from a singular matrix. Such
ized and deterministic design of ANCs. ill-conditioning can scale quickly with network size.

We first sketch the two aforementioned applications of
I. INTRODUCTION ANCs, both of which will be explored further in [5].

The paradigm of network coding [1], i.e., coding at all nodes
of a network rather than just at the edges, has been intensively A. Multi-resolution multicast
studied recently. By now it is known how to construct and
implement information-theoretically optimal robust network Most of the network coding literature focuses on multicastimlmn inomto-hoeial opia rous newr .roblems, i.e., when each receiver demands all the informa-codes for a variety of problems in a distributed and efficient P , ,
manner (see [2], [3], [4] for a sampling of the extensive litera- tion at each sources. This scenario is quite well understood;
ture). Perhaps the most compelling reason for their popularity there exist low-complexity distributed codes that achieve ca-
is that such performance can usually be achieved by linear o- pacity [3]. However, for more general information flow prob-
erations at each node. Using linear operations means that both lems, linear codes may not achieve capacity [6]. Even for
design and implementation can be handled via relatively sim- linear codes, it is NP-hard to construct capacity-achieving
ple and well-understood principles, codes [7]. However approximation algorithms exist for some

In most network code designs, all the linear operations are special cases [8].
over a finite field. However, for sources or networks better de- A natural generalization to the multicast problem is to con-
scribed by real (or complex) arithmetic, as in some real world sider multi-resolution multicast, i.e., allowing different re-
applications, it might be advantageous to consider network ceivers to have different download capacities. Suppose each
codes that are linear over real (or complex) fields. We mo- sink wishes to reproduce with minimum distortion a sequence
tivate ANCs via two "real world" communication problems _ of real numbers from the source. For the usual implementa-

tion ofFFNCs, even if a receiver's capacity is only marginally
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complexity and distributed manner are shown [5] to obtain a
graceful tradeoff between throughput and distortion. S1 rR 2

B. Wireless network coding r * r2 *
time r

Wireless networks are significantly different from wired
networks for several reasons - their broadcast nature, and
the presence of interference, noise, and fading. Current net- (a) Routing
work codes usually only exploit the broadcast property [11]. S
Most code designs for wireless networks (e.g. [12],[13]) as- 1 R
sume noiseless links, and either no interference due to careful time * r2
scheduling or that interfering packets are dropped. These as- ri + r2 ri + r2
sumptions essentially transform the wireless network coding
problem into something like a wired network coding problem.

However, the brute-force approach of eliminating inter- (b) Algebraic coding
ference and fading ignores the inherent opportunities. For S
many multiple access channels it is well-known that sig- r R r 2
nificantly higher rates can be achieved than those achiev- 11 2 <
able via time-sharing point-to-point communications [14]. time | +r2 r +r2
Also, since wireless networks naturally change amplitudes t
and phases of transmissions, and add together interfering sig-
nals, the medium itself generates linear combination of the (c) Arithmetic coding
transmissions. This has been noted in some previous works Figure 1: Different types of coding in wireless networks
(e.g. [15],[16] and [17]). However, in most such cases the net-
work codes are still assumed to be linear over some Fq rather standpoint quantization is necessary since the standard imple-
than over C. For this to be a realistic assumption, the mod- mentations of real arithmetic in digital computers handle finite
ulation scheme needs to be well-matched to the finite field. precision floating-point calculations.
However, many such models are not robust to fading, syn- At first sight, it seems that ANCs should still have the same
chronization, and noise. For ANCs all these issues are much behaviour as FFNCs. After all, constructions ofnetwork codes
more naturally addressed via well-studied signal processing over finite fields (for instance, see [19], [3]) work by main-
techniques. taining the linear independence of information flowing in the

Consider the example illustrated in Fig. 1. The two sources network. The larger the size of finite field, the higher the prob-
SI and S2 want to communicate two real numbers r, and r2 ability of having an invertible network transform. Intuitively,
respectively to each other over a wireless channel. However, therefore, the performance ofANCs with m significant bits per
they are not in each others transmission range and so they have arithmetic operation should be comparable to the performance
to communicate via a common repeater R. With only rout- of FFNCs over F2m. We show, surprisingly, that this is not
ing, this requires four time slots as shown in Fig. 1(a). With true. For FFNCs, only the rank of the network transform mat-
FFNCs, the repeater can broadcast r, + r2 to both SI and S2 ters - all network transforms with the same rank can transmit
in a single time slot and thus requirw only three time slots the same amount of information. However, for ANCs, since
(Fig. 1(b)). However, with appropriate power control and syn- the linear transforms defining the network operations are over
chronization, if SI and S2 simultaneously transmit r, and r2 a normed vector space and finite precision arithmetic is per-
respectively, then R receives ri + r2. R can then broadcast formed, the conditioning of the network transform also mat-
r, + r2 to both SI and S2 in just two time slots (Fig. 1(c)). ters. The condition number K(A) of a matrix A is a well-studied

quantity in numerical analysis. Its inverse K(A)-1 measures
II. CHALLENGES how "close" the matrix A is to being singular. As shown in

The above scenarios, and the work outlined in [5] indicate the Section V, the amount of information that can flow through
promising possibilities of ANCs. With ANCs the accuracy the network depends on the conditioning of the linear trans-
of the estimate of the source's data depends on the numerical forms at each node.
stability ofthe system of linear equations corresponding to the
network transform. In this work, we thus focus on characteriz- III. EXAMPLE
ing the numerical stability of such systems of linear equations. p p

For noiseless wired multicast problems, the design of
FFNCs is well understood. Before tackling harder problems, it . . . Z I
is thus natural to consider design ofANCs for these problems.
Analogous to convolutional network codes [1 8], if each node k stages
is allowed to perform arbitrary precision arithmetic, is pos- Figure 2: Line network with k hops
sible to design computationally tractable network codes that
asymptotically achieve capacity. However, from a practical work shown in Figure 2 with one source, one sink, and k serial
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relays. There are C links between each consecutive pair of guarantee global unitarity, especially if one wishes to design
nodes. We consider a simple code where each node performs the ANC in a distributed manner. Even if one knew the entire
the same linear transform M. This is for ease of exposition network, it may not even be possible to design such a code.
- similar results can be obtained even if different operations For an example of networks for which such issues exist, see
are performed at each node. We consider one FFNC, and two the combination networks in Theorem 2.
kinds of ANCs.

First, we examine the performance of an FFNC. The first IV. MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
node chooses a random C x C matrix M with coefficients cho- To simplify exposition, we consider only the problems where
sen uniformly i.i.d. from Fq. The probability that M is singu- a single source s wishes to communicate a message exactly
lar can be shown to be at most 1 - C/q [20]. Let q equal 2m.
Then the probability that after k hops the linear transform is m to a s et Tof reever. Our nionierived fort

not nveribl ist mst C-',whic isindeendnt o k. multicast it to a set 'T of receivers. Our notation iS derived for
n eotnvertibleisup osethe c2 hichs independen ofk. the unicast case - for multicast problems we add a superscipt
Second, suppose the coefficients ofM are chosen fromLet t specifying the sink node. However, using standard reduc-

Each node applies the transform M withmn-bit precision Let tions our techniques generalize to general multicast commu-
the eigenvalues of largest and smallest magnitude ofM beAl nication networks (multiple sinks, delays at nodes and edges,
and A resp ctively. Then with probability 1, IaA.I the.Af- cycles, wireless networks) over which random linear network
ter k hops, the ratio of the m ansfof t largest and the codes are employed. The special case ofunicast, as considered

smallest here, may also refer to a particular source-destination pair in
If IAI/A Ik > 2'n, then the overall transform matrix is compu- a more general network. The major difference with FFNCs is
tationally singular. Note that this happens even though the i
rounding off is done only at the receiver. This seems to im- or complex fields, rather than over finite fields. We focus on
ply that quantization is the source of the problem, and that r aimetic, th erythan be diely trans o

the overall performance must necessarily degrade exponen- complex arithmetic as well.
tially with network size. However, the last part of this exam-
ple shows that this degradation is significantly less for well- Network Model: The network is modeled as a graph with
conditioned matrices. vertices IV and edge-set &. There is a source, Alice, and a des-

As a third case, suppose M is a random unitary matrix. tination, Bob, who communicate over a wired network. Each
Therefore, all its eigenvalues are of unit magnitude. If quanti- transmission corresponds to an edge directed from the trans-
zation is done only at the receiver then, unlike the second case mitting node to a receiver node. Each transmission communi-
there is no loss of rank in the overall transform. However, let cates noiselessly a single m-bit vector.
us now consider the effect of rounding off after transforma- Source: Alice has a C-length vector X of quantized real num-
tion at each repeater. Every addition or multiplication of m- bers that she wishes to deliver to Bob over the network, where
bit precision incurs a normalized (w.r.t. the magnitude of the each real number in Alice's collection is a m-bit floating point
result) quantization noise of at most 2-m. Every component number. Here C corresponds to Alice's rate. The results of
of the output vector is obtained after C multiplications and all arithmetic operations henceforth are rounded off to m-bit
(C - 1) additions. So, after the transformation and rounding floating point numbers as well.
off at the first repeater, every component of the message vec- Encoders and network: Alice takes linear combinations of
tor is corrupted by a quantization error of at most 2C2m. This the Xi to generate her transmissions. Each edge can carry a
error accumulates at each stage, and after k stages, the error single m-bit real number. As the information traverses the net-
in each component is at most 2kC2-m. So, the mean square work, the internal nodes also apply linear transforms to re-
error (MSE) after k stages is at most 2kC3122-m. The MSE ceived real numbers to generate the m-bit real numbers they
grows only linearly with the size of the network, i.e., the loss transmit. In particular, for each edge e leaving a node v, the
of precision (in bits) grows logarithmically with the size ofthe real number Y(e) traversing e is generated via the dot-product
network. (,('e), Y(v)). Here 8('e) (called the local coding vector for e)

There are several interesting issues raised by the example is a vector over iR. Its components are real numbers /3(e', e),
above. First, at a high level, in large networks the behaviour for all edges e' that are incoming to v. Y(v) is the vector of all
of ANCs is intriguingly different from that of FFNCs. Sec- the real numbers that the node v receives. Also, let the global
ond, the effect ofquantization depends on how "well-behaved" coding vectorfor edge e, denoted y(e) = [Y,i..., YC]T , be the
the underlying linear transforms are - unitary transforms show C-length real vector that corresponds to the linear transforma-
much better performance than general transforms do. This tion from the source to e. That is, e carries the real number
leads to the third point, which is the difficulty of actually using ylX1 + . + vXc
unitary transforms as ANCs. For one, a node may have more
outgoing links than incoming links. The local linear transform Decoder: The destination Bob organizes the received real
matrix must have more rows than columns, and therefore can- numbers into a vector Y, from which he attempts to recon-
not be unitary. Further, what matters is the linear transform struct Alice's information Xexactly.
across cutsets of the network, and this is a global property of Network and Code parameters: We define the following
the code - using unitary matrices at individual nodes cannot concepts. A cut S of the network is defined as a subset of
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vertices containing Alice but not containing Bob. The value of * K(A) > 1 and K(A) = 1 for unitary matrices.
a cut is defined as the sum capacity of all the links from S to
its complement. The min cut, denoted by C, is the minimum * K(AB) . K(A)K(B) for any two matrices A, B.
of all the cuts in the network. The rate, R, is the number of * From (2), it is clear that the condition number gives the
information bits in a batch amortized by the precision m ofthe maximum normalized error in x' per unit normalized er-
real numbers. The rate R is said to be achievable if for a suf- ror in y. So, log2(K(A)) is the loss in precision in the
ficiently large m, there exists a m-bit precision network code estimate x duetorounding-offofy.
where Bob recovers the source message exactly.
Network transform: To aid exposition, let us temporarily as- V. RESULTS
sume that each node can perform arbitrary precision arithmetic We have two sets of results - the first two results give upper
and transmit the result, rather than transmitting the rounded- bounds to the rates achievable by ANCs, and the next two give
off value. Since each transmission by an internal node is a lower bounds on the same.
linear combination of its incoming transmissions, the effect of First, we give a general cutset bound on the best rate achiev-
the linear combinations at each network node can be written able by a given ANC over a given network. Let S be any cut
as follows. In general, for two cuts S' c S, the equation of the network. We define mincut up to S, denoted Cs, as the

Y(, ) - T Y(; ) ( I ) smallest cut that is a subset of S, i.e., mins5:s'cs S(S'). Let TsSs,) = Tso sY .s(1) denote the (infinite precision) linear transform from s to the
describes the linear relationship between the information in the edges in S.
two cuts Ss, and Ss. In particular, TOv describes the network Theorem 1 An upper bound to the rate achievable by a given
transform between Alice and Bob. We assume that Bob knows ANC is
T,,v (as in [3], its value can be computed and transmitted in a min Cs - - 10g2(K(Ts)). (3)
distributed manner). s:s is acut m

A. The Condition Number of a Matrix Proof: The mincut up to S is an upper bound on the amount of
information that can flow out ofthe cut S. As discussed in Sec-

Consider the transform y Ax, where A is a square matrix. tion IVA, log2(K(Ts)) is the number of significant bits lost by
IfA is invertible and the computation Ax is carried out exactly, performing a linear transform using finite-precision arithmetic
it is possible to recover x as A-' 'with no distortion. However, - normalizing this quantity with the number of significant bits
from the rounded-off value of y it is possible only to get an m gives us the required result. E
estimate x of x. If the rounding-off error in y is denoted by Ay Theorem 1 gives a performance bound for a particular
and the corresponding error x - x in the estimate x is denoted ANC -we now give a lower bound on the condition number
by Ax, then one would like to minimize the normalized error of any ANC for a particular class of combination networks.
Ax/x. (In particular, log2(&x/) is the loss in floating point Let gk,c (=IV, 8) have vertices V = {s} u U u T where
precision for fixed normalized errortey/l in the output) In U = .k}, T = {tw W c U, WI = C, and edges
other words the "goodness of the transform A is indicatedn {(s, u) u c U} u {(u, tw) tw c T, u c W}. That is,
y'themaximu vle of the source s constitutes the first layer, the k nodes in U consti-

tute the second layer, and the (k) nodes described by T con-

IA<xII/IIx1I IIA-1A-yllJI/lIA-1-111 stitute the third; each node in T is connected by unit capacity
ii='iiiii~ii_ 11A'AyII/11A1II. (2) links to a distinct C-element subset W of U. Figs. 3 shows

Y YIIAYII/I Y an example of such a graph. Combination networks have been

This maximum value can be readily seen to be equal to the
product of the corresponding matrix operator norms of A
and its inverse [21]. The operator norm of A is defined as
IhAII = sup {IllAvll/llvll: vi- O}. The operator norm used in

k

(2) is chosen to match the corresponding vector norm in the k nodes
left hand side. The quantity IhAII IIA-11 is known as the con-
dition number of A and is denoted by K(A). Let a,j and a,/.
respectively be the entries ofA and A-'. In general, the con- X (k) nodes
dition number of a matrix can be defined with respect to any
norm. For the row-sum (resp. column-sum) operator norm, Figure 3: Cobination network gk,2
the corresponding codition number, denoted Koo(A), equals
(maxi E a~Ij)(maxi E Iaj) (resp. (maxj E a1)(maxj E IaIl)). useful in proving lower bounds for a variety ofnetwork codingFor the operator norm induced by the 12 vector norm, the con-
ditionnumber isknowntobesame as Omax(A)/OThnn(A), where problem (see, for example,[7]).
Ormax(A) and Ormin(A) are respectively the maximum and the Theorem 2 For any ANC that asymptotically achieves the
minimum eigen values of A. The following properties of con- capacity of gk,2, the minimum value of maxt K(TS,t) is
dition numbers will be useful. 2/(sin(Qr/k)).
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Proof: Let the length-2 global coding vector on the ith edge ANC is
leaving the source, y(ei), be written as (ri cos(0i) ri sin(0i)). For 1 FlO4
any sink t, the linear transform between s and t is a 2 x2 matrix C- max- a [log2(K(Ta a+))1 (4)

a=O

Ts,t ri cos(0,) ri sin(01) 1
-Lrjcos(O) rj sin( I) Proof: As shown in Section IVA, the number of signifi-

cant bits lost in applying a linear transform T is at most
for some corresponding i and j in ft1, [kFlog2(K(T))1. Thus the overall loss in rate, normalized w.r.t.

The condition number KF(TS,t) corresponding to the Frobe- the number of significant bits, is as outlined in (4). D
nius norm of the matrix can be directly computed as Note: The bound in Theorem 3 may depend significantly on

the order chosen on the edges in F - one way to improve it is
r2 + r2 to maximize it over all such orderings.

K(rTr) sin() - 0) Deterministic ANC algorithm: The goal in designing the lo-
Wyr1r sin%- O~) cal coding vector,8(e) for each e is to ensure that for each t and

The minimum of this quantity over the variables ri and rj oc- a, the condition number ofthe C x C linear transform from Ft
curs when r1 - rj for all i,j Ec{ I, . .t.,k}. Since sinQrT + 0) = to f$, denoted by Taa+T is as small as possible. We outline
sin(O), the minimum of the term maxi,j 1/I sin(O - Oi)J occurs this code design choice below.
whenthe each 01+1 ,r/k for each ~ ~ Designing,8(e)s: By our construction above Tt and St dif-when the each 0i+I - -i= 7rlk for each

a
E { k) a+1

Since the ratio sin(O)/O tends to 1 for 0 tending to 0, and fer in at most one edge (ea, if it occurs in one of the paths
k =O0( -Vj_7V) for combination networks, Theorems 3 and 2 towards t, replaces one of its immediate predecessors). There-

fore for each a and t, the linear transform Tt acts as theprovide an asymptotic lower bound of 0.5 log(JIVI) on the loss 'a,a+l
ofprovidenaotiClo identity transform on at least C - 1 distinct unit vectors. Thatof precision of ANCs.

'Cli0 - iTocomplementTheorems3and2wepresentalowerbound is, each matrix Tt has the form 7c . Here v is
on the rate achievable via a particular ANC, and a matching La+[
algorithm for designing ANCs. Our bound and algorithm are the vector that represents y(ea), the global coding vector on
motivated by the classical deterministic network coding algo- ea, in terms of the basis corresponding to the rows of Tta.
rithm from [2]. To this end, we reproduce here the notion of Since the global coding vector on ea is obtained by taking
frontier edge sets andfrontier edge set matrices defined in [2]. the linear combination ,8(ea) of the global coding vectors on
This is done in two stages. In the first stage, a flow algorithm all the edges immediately preceding ea, therefore y(a) de-
is run to find, for each sink t c T, aflow to sink t, i.e., a set pends linearly onI8(ea). At each step a, our algorithm chooses
Ft = {Pj(s, t)}t1 of C edge-disjoint paths PJ(s, t) from the 8(ea) so as to minimize the largest of the condition numbers
source s to sink t. Only the edges in the union of these flows of {Taa+l}teT* The goal is thus to perform the optimization
over all sinks, denoted FT, are considered in the second stage. minf8(ea) maxt K(Tta a+d) To simplify the computation, the oper-

The second stage visits each edge in turn and designs the ator norm we use to define K(Tta+l) iS the row-norm (induced
linear code employed on that edge. The order for visiting the by the Loo norm on RC). Since the inverse of a matrix of the
edges is chosen so that the encoding for edge e is designed form Tta1 also has the same form, therefore the condition
after the encodings for all edges leading to e. In particular the number can be computed with low computational overhead.
edges in FT are numbered from 1 to IFTI. This is possible w
since by assumption the network is directed and acyclic. Also, Note: While our algorithm has the benefits of being computa-
a step-counter a which keeps track of the stage of our code tionally tractable, and also matching the bounds given in The-
design, is initialized to 1. At stage a, our algorithm designs orem 3, it does not yield a performance bound independent of
the local coding vector ,I(e) for edge ea. At each step a, our the ANC used. This is one of our current areas of interest.
algorithm inductively defines the frontier edge set for sink t
at step a as an ordered subset fat containing C edges in the VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
following manner. For each t c T, Tlt equals the first edges on In this section, we present some MATLAB simulation re-
the paths PO(s, t). The jth edge in 17t is the edge ea, in PJ(s, t) sults to illustrage that random arithmetic coding produces
with the largest value of a' less than or equal to a. The edges overall transform matrices with very large condition number.
in each 17$ thus form a subset of size C of a cut from s to t. We consider the line network in Fig. 2 with C =2 links from
The frontier edge set matrix for sink t at step a is the C x C any node to the next, and the network obtained by stacking k
matrix Ta composed ofthe global coding vectors for the edges butterfly networks as shown in Fig. 4. In either case, each
in 1ft. The step-counter a is then incremented by 1 and this edge carries a vector of length n. Then for the line network,
procedure repeats until a = IFTI. After the above procedure the transformation at each node is taken to be a nCxnC matrix
terminates, for each t c T the frontier edge set Tt consists with components chosen i.i.d. uniformly distributed in [0, 1].
Only of edges e that terminate at t. We denote the C x C linear The matrices at different nodes are also chosen i.i.d. The over-
transform from tto+b by Taa+Al all transform matrix from the source to the destination is com-

puted by multiplying all the matrices. Fig. 5 shows the condi-
Theorem 3 A lower bound to the rate achievable by a given tion number, averaged over 100 different experiments, of the
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